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Subsequently, such authorities are called 
to improve, monitor, and regulate the 
performance of contracted bus services, 
operated by different bus operators.

Around the world, public transport 
authorities are introducing frame-
works for Bus Contracting Models 
and Quality Incentive Contracts to 
further enhance the service quality 
offered to passengers. 

But even with such a regime and 
despite the best efforts on planning and 
scheduling public transport services, 
the daily operation may be compro-
mised due to unplanned events, like 
traffic issues, mechanical incidents, or 
driver absences. 
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So, a unique and trustworthy tool is 
expected to help transport authorities 
improve service reliability, 
frequency, punctuality, and other 
contractual agreements.

Disruption events can heavily impact 
passengers' connections and can 
cause penalties to the service provider.

Moreover, it is required that such tool 
provides reports to ease service 
providers monetization, according to 
the contractual performance criteria.
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The MAIOR Contract and Performance 
Management System

 helps to better monitor and improve the service quality
delivered to passengers

Manage Contracts

Simplify administrative procedures and financial transactions with service providers

Improve Decision Making

In managing public contracts with operators effectively and trustworthy

For Public Transport
Authorities

Monitor and Regulate

Multiple operators’ service quality delivery through performance reports

Enable Operational improvements

Providing in-depth analysis of network congestion and boarding time at the bust stop



The MAIOR Contract and Performance 
Management System

 helps to better monitor and improve the service quality
delivered to passengers

Process Cause-Codes

Ensuring any service deviation is recorded and certified transparently

Use KPIs

Specifically designed for measuring public transport operators’ performance

For Public Transport 
Operators

Process Claims

Ensuring that unrecorded but served trips and kilometres are paid

Handle exceptions 

Excluding inaccurate or unusable data from the KPI calculation



What you
can do
The MAIOR Contract and Performance 
Management System has been 
designed to ease the work of public 
transport authorities to improve the 
service quality.

CAPTURE MULTIPLE CONTRACTS
with all relevant contract parameters

DEFINE AND CONFIGURE
business processes and workflows

AUTOMATE THE GATHERING
of planned and actual data

IMPLEMENT A RELIABLE
2-steps cause-code process

ENABLE KILOMETER
claiming processes

MONETIZE KPIs
with bonuses and penalties



What you
will get
Use KPIs to calculate service providers’ 
performance and use advanced statistical 
analysis to improve the service reliability.

OPERATED KM
‘Lost and excess’ km, cause-coded 
to process deductions or claims

WAITING TIME
Excess Waiting Time for frequent, 
headway-managed services

PINCH POINTS ANALYSIS
Critical network links identification, 
where continual delays occur

PUNCTUALITY
On-Time Performance for non-frequent, 
schedule-managed services

RELIABILITY
Proportion of fully 
operated trips

DWELL TIME ANALYSIS
Critical stops identification where 
unplanned passenger boarding 
times caused trip delays



Key Features

Fully based on embedded
Oracle® technology

to ensure high performance,
reliability, and scalability

Off the shelf
and ready to use KPIs

like Excess Waiting Time (EWT),
On-Time Performance (OTP),

and Lost Kilometers

Automatic generation
of performance reports

and intuitive user interface
to build bespoke reports

Web-based and
cloud-based environment

designed for a shared use
between the authority
and multiple operators

Advanced Business
Intelligence Tools

to get service
and network insights

Structured cause-code
and claim processing

to deal with missing trips
and enable operator inputs



KPI
KMS LOST PUNCTUALITY EWT CAUSE CODES DATA INSPECTION

DAY
01/01/2021 01/30/2021

OPERATOR
SELECT SELECT

ROUTE NAME
SELECT

FAULT CODES

RESULTS

TREND BY DAY

5.7
KMs lost (%) 12

10

8

6

4

2

0

EWT OK 4 minutes

Punctuality CRITICAL 90%

KMs lost CRITICAL 5%

Total trips 187.000

KPI STATUS AVERAGE

Dashboards and Reports

The MAIOR Contract and 
Performance Management 

System produces service 
provider reports using a 

tailored format.

Thanks to the intuitive 
dashboards, users can 

easily browse data 
using filters to obtain 

the right report.

Moreover, the financial 
views of contracts help to 

highlight commercial 
implications on service 

quality deviations.



A powerful solution to help 
authorities and operators improve 
public transport service quality.

LEARN MORE

https://www.maior.it/en/contract-performance-management-system

